
LANDSCAPE OF ORDINARY THINGS 
 

 

The view from our window is still the same, Gregsons’ farm: 

 The son has it now. 

Landscape littered with things discarded, wooden ladder up 

 To an empty hayloft, eyes ascend to seagulls 

Perched, pigeons squatting on a blue slate roof, gable end, 

 And, down below, vacant pigsties, bricks fallen in 

Grass, where old apple trees lean into each other, twisted  

 Grey branches, the colour of washing-line rope. 

Silvery-sage remnants of an orchard and apples blighted, 

 Small, hard, green, insect-bitten, wormed and tart, 

Bunched among dry, papery leaves. An iron plough, rusting 

 by the side of the shed, has a flat hollow-shaped seat.  

Gouged with holes, it felt hard, cold on our skin through  

 thin summer frocks: now it lies deep in wild grass, 

ferns and stinging nettles, iron teeth of the harrow poking out. 

 The scythe’s curved blade has slid 

against a tipped-over bucket of chickenfeed, moldy, 

 smelling of damp earth like the outhouses 

with their rotted wooden seats.  
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THINKING BACK TO A PLACE NOW GONE 
 

 

     I thought it would last my time 

     The sense that, beyond the town, 

     There would always be fields and farms... 

       Philip Larkin 

 

My magpie mind collects pieces in a puzzle, seen this way, pecking 

 in hedges of bramble, beady-eyed with black fruit, 

nests in lingering warm rich farm smells, mingling in red-dark 

 deep yellow scents of snapdragons: remembers Mother 

finding a dead bird on the lawn, burying it in the dustbin, 

 mass of grey-white feathers, two tiny pink leg bones 

dangling limp, and my bare brown legs scratched from scrambling 

 in brambles, cold enamel bowl at bedtime, sour damp 

smell of flannel swished in strong soapy water, washing off 

 pills of dried blood from knees like walnut halves, 

coeval, crossed by lines and nodes of scars, remembers splashing 

 sounds of suds pouring down the outside drain, 

floods of dirty cloudy water, 

 water that empties away.  
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WALKING IN THE WIND 
 

 

That’s her, in my mind’s eye, walking along the raised sea-bank,  

hair blown back, eyes watering. 

She is out for a bit of a blow, to get some fresh air,  

blow the cobwebs off — her own words. 

Alive — invigorated — with the joy of walking in the wind,  

watching the huge waves froth up and crash, 

marsh grasses blown all in one direction, bending, as if  

like her, they could barely stand. 

Wide skies, white seabirds, wild seas — this is her world — 

the whole blustery world of marsh and near-deserted shore,  

where a few people look for shells, 

a man walks his dog. 
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IMAGES OF THE SEA AT NIGHT 
 

 

Moon, strobing the cold calm grey waters 

of a northern sea 

shallow corrugations of slow moving waves 

turned to denseness of pewter 

edged like sand ridges on the shore  

quicksands, quicksilvered by this light, and as  

restless as the surface of the sea, 

mercury, pulling in boats and fishermen, and 

once, a long grey-metallic bullet of a submarine 

that went down on a calm night, its huge 

bulk, opaque shape, lumbering slowly towards 

the unknown mud-dark bottom, 

dislodging vast underclouds of fine silt, 

surface closing, impassible as polished lead. 

 

The seabank rose dark above us, mounded, and 

the wooden stile shone like worn stressed 

silver-paper in this cool clear light, as we  

climbed and stared across quicksilver sands 

to the cold steel blade of the sea at night 

and dared each other to go down the slope to the 

moonsilvered shore, take possession of the place, 

a serious place, more for lovers than for  

children and childrens’ games.  
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QUICKSAND — GHAZAL 
 

 

Wait — be careful — they implore  

there are quicksands on the shore 

 

The tide recedes, you want to play  

but danger lies where seabirds soar 

 

Above the glistening sea-wet sands  

and you are told the local lore 

 

How shrimpers perished  

years before 

 

On tracks well-known across the mud 

but quicksands swallowed up the poor 

 

Fishermen when channels changed —  

so heed the message even more 

 

When you are tempted to explore  

and all the warning signs ignore 
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SEA DRIFT 
 

 

They would sit, two or three of them as a rule, on the cast-iron seat 

they called a form, that stood at the end of the road to the sea 

where it petered out in a dirt track through salt marsh, 

disappeared in sand. 

Old men now: dark clothes and rough workboots worn from habit, faces 

scarred by wind and sun from days on the boats. 

Stranded somehow in this place as if, like seaweed, they had washed 

up on shore at high tide. 

Survivors from a world once theirs. 

 

Somewhere in nearby stone cottages, with modern extensions at the back 

and sides to accommodate indoor plumbing, were daughters or daughters- 

in-law, keeping house, cooking meals, expecting the men home, 

at appointed times. 

This was the daily routine now. 

 

Out of doors they were free, to rejoice in weather and tides, smell sea 

air that was the smell of life: salt, seaweed, sour mud, dead fish, 

churned-up sand; to feel the whip of wind on their skin. 

Gulls circling and swooping in the wide skies, diving, as they once did 

above the shrimp boats as heavy nets were cast into the sea. 

The slow pace of nature’s change gave them some kind of peace. 
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MARSH WOMEN 
 

 

They seem to live inside their lives, indigenous 

as frogs and minnows in the small landscapes 

of grasses and streams. 

You can see them pegging out the wash, wet sheets 

heavy on the line, shirts blown inside-out, 

ballooning windcones. 

They are tough, their clothes rough, boots 

caked with mud. 

Faces and hands red and raw with cold. 

They live with the sound of winds, the smells 

of sour-salt drying sea-mud, the sight of horse- 

drawn shrimpers’ carts lumbering towards the sea, 

the danger of quicksands. 

In backyards, they boil shrimp, sell wet lettuces 

wrapped in newspaper, put out new-laid eggs 

in cracked pudding basins. 

They live in low stone cottages with slate roofs, 

banked up with earth. 

When they speak, their words drop short, 

apple-hard like windfalls. 

They have nothing to say — to strangers. 

  

 


